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Foundation Stage
Nursery: Our topic has been Peace at Last. We have enjoyed learning about different sounds and going on our ‘sound walks’.
Through our mini bus trips we have visited many places including the Media Museum and Yeadon Tarn. Umar says: “We went to Yeadon Tarn and
we saw two aeroplanes!”
We have also been learning about Chinese New Year and trying different Chinese foods. Aleeyah said “I liked eating prawn crackers because they
were tasty.”

Reception: We have enjoyed our mini bus trips, especially our visit to the Media Museum. Mairah liked the Wonderlab “it was awesome!” AbdulWahab said “I liked playing the Mario game.”
Next term we will be making pancakes for Shrove Tuesday and have a special Mother’s Day assembly planned. Further information regarding the
Mother’s Day assembly will follow.
We are pleased to say that we have had many comments from members of the public saying how well behaved our pupils are whilst out on mini bus
trips. Well done children and thank you to our parents.

Year 1

Year 2

Our favourite author this term is Julia Donaldson. We
enjoyed writing stories linking to Julia’s book Superworm.
“Hip hip hooray for superworm! My favourite lesson is
English. I like to write stories and watch stories on the
whiteboard.” – Sara.

We have been learning about the Great Fire of London. Mrs Sitti would like to
thank all the parents for helping their children make amazing model houses as
part of their homework. Next term we will be making fire engines!

Miss Austick is extremely proud of how hard all of Year 1 are
working on their adding and subtraction. Keep up the good
work.

Message from Mrs Gilpin “thank you for attending the Year 2 SATs meetings, I
hope you found the sessions helpful. We appreciate your support”

In Maths we enjoyed making pizzas whilst learning all about fractions.

